
Every journey is a new lesson for us. In this          
journey of ours, we had many difficulties which        
made us realize that nothing is impossible if        
you really want it with your heart. 

On our first trip to the school, it was a          
challenge since the school was in bad       
condition and the road trip was longer than we         
anticipated because our tire blew out. Even       
though we struggled, we managed to talk with        
the children and learned about their needs.  

In other to provide all of their needs such as;           
clothing, stationery needs, etc., we needed money.       
To get the money we needed, firstly we added a          
donation box to our website that made us gain 300          
Turkish Liras but that was not enough. So we         
decided to have a bake sale in our school which          
led us to have three bake sales to get the money           
we needed. To spread our bake sales, we handed         
out posters and stuck them to the common places         
that students go, in our school and we informed every class about the reason we are doing that                  
by introducing the competition, our team, our team name, logo, and finally our aim which was                
making those children happy when they are at school and learning.  

Beneath our aims, we also had goals to achieve          
in order to make their education sufficient and        
beneficial for them. Since they are the lights of our          
future, their education was the most important thing        
for us; to make their education sufficient, we        
provided them with stationary stuff such as;       
pencils, notebooks, colourful markers, paper,     
printer, etc., to make it beneficial, we provided        
them with sports materials, clothes to the pupils        
who are in need of it and we celebrated New Year           
by giving them little present so that they would be          
happy. Even though we supplied many things,       
there were some problems. For example, some of        
the kids could not get their presents on our first          
visit, we could not get answers from some        



celebrities that we emailed them about our project to get help and audience from them, also                
COVID19’ appeared but that did not stop us. We started doing online lessons, French, Ardunio               
and English lessons, from our Youtube channel and informed people from our Instagram             
account and we are planning to do it until June. 

In conclusion, even though we had some problems during this project we still managed               
to do it. In the end, we are so grateful that we helped those children, and knowing that they are                    
happy. If we had to give some tips it would be that regardless of the obstacles that you face                   
during this beautiful journey, do not ever give up, do not even think about it. The reason we are                   
here is that we did not give up even though we had many times that we wanted to give up, but                     
the thing that kept us here was our aim which is making those children happy when they are at                   
school and learning. 

 


